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The College Stock Xchange Challenge

Stock
If you had invested Rs. 1 Lakh in BTC (Bitcoin) in 2011, it could have been
close to 300 Crores today. If you had invested the same amount in Infosys
stocks, it could have been close to 2 Crores. However, if you had invested that
in a bank FD, it would only be 2 lacs. That’s why EVERYONE is crazy for
stocks and cryptos.
How can our investments increase so exponentially in the case of stocks? How
do stocks function? Let’s try to understand that through these videos.

How does the stock market work?
Watch HERE

Explained | The Stock Market |
FULL EPISODE | Netflix
Watch HERE

How The Stock Exchange Works
(For Dummies)
Watch HERE

The Crazy idea of College Stock Xchange
A stock exchange is a centralized location where the shares of publicly traded
companies are bought and sold. In India, the two famous National-level stock
exchanges are the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and National Stock Exchange
(NSE).
Similarly, College Stock Xchange is a National Level Stock Exchange to regulate
stocks of various Colleges and its entities. It is an online location where the share of
public and privately listed colleges and their entities are listed and buying and selling
of stocks and shares is done through this exchange.
In a B-School, the brand value and brand perception matter a lot. One post on Bschool leaks, and the entire college suffers. And similarly, one student cracks the 50L+
package, becoming a dream college for many. One club is maybe a rockstar, and one
can be a struggle. One hardworking guy everyone wants in their team and one freerider that everyone avoids. In a B-School, everything is a brand and has some stock
value. YOU ARE A STOCK TOO!
Think of a college Stock Exchange product- a platform where college entities can be
listed. These entities can be- The college themselves
- The clubs and committees of colleges
- A college individual- student or professor
- A college event
- Anything else
Can the below-mentioned events in a B-School impact the stock value of these
entities? If yes, how? Think of algorithms.
- A college closes placements early with a 25% increase in average placements and its
stock value increases
- A club or committee gives a dreadful presentation during the induction period of the
college, and its stock value decreases
- Placement related leaks of some IIM-X come up on social media. The stock value
of all the entities suffers the impact and might increase or decrease the stock value
- An increase in the college’s NIRF Ranking or some college alumni becomes the
CEO/VP of an established company. The stock value of the college and that
individual college increases.

The Crazy idea of College Stock Xchange
Visualise and build a stockbroker app, just like Groww or Zerodha, where you can
do the following
- Buy and sell the stocks of the various entities listed by the college
- List your corporate competition team on the exchange as an entity and see your
value increase when you crack HUL LIME, ICICI, Amazon Ace and a lot more...

Too much information? Got confused?
Ok, hold on and watch the video below-

What you need to Solve
Create a presentation/PDF that answers the following:
1. Product Design: How will this college stock Xchange app look? If not the
high-end prototypes, at least think of low fidelity wireframes.
2. Product Acceptance: How will the entities list themselves on the platform?
Why should they list themselves? What benefits will they get?
3. User Journey: How will the end-users invest in these college entities? How
will they buy and sell the stocks?
4. User Acquisition: How will you solve for acquisition of 1000+ entities and
50,000+ end-users in first 6 months of the launch? Think of
marketing/acquisition/reward strategies and launch campaigns.
5. Technical Product Management: How will any news in and out the Bschool impact its stock value? Think of multiple common/unique scenarios
and its positive or negative impact on the college and other colleges.
6. Pricing Strategy: How will users earn? How will these college entities
earn? How will the broker of the application generate revenue? Could there
be any pricing strategy for this?
7. Product Analytics: How will you measure the success of this product?
What could be its north star metric?
You need not answer every question in detail. A Product Manager is not expected to
be the master of all. You can also give high-level solutions to all the 7 verticals and
give detailed solutions to just 1-2.
You are also free to answer any extra question which you as a Product Manager
think is important or present any different way of looking at this product. Every idea
matters!

FREE MBAtrek Products for You
We at MBAtrek believe a lot in helping students find the right fitment career
for themselves.
Which industry is really good for me?
Do I fit in the MNC culture? Or should I go for a startup?
How good am I as a Product Manager?
Do you ask these yourself? Not anymore. Here are free assessments for you
with the following objective.
1. Industry Suggestor: This assessment will help you identify the right type
of industry for yourself. Click HERE and use the coupon code UXO100IS to
purchase this assessment free of cost.
2. Right Type of Organization: This assessment will help you identify the
right type of organization for yourself. Click HERE and use the coupon code
UXO100RTS to purchase this assessment free of cost.
3. Product Management Assessment: This assessment will access you to
multiple areas of product management. Click HERE and use the coupon code
UXO100PM to purchase this assessment free of cost.
4. Aptitude Fitment: This assessment will access you on your aptitude skills.
Click HERE and use the coupon code UXO100AF to purchase this assessment
free of cost.
IMPORTANT:
It is compulsory for all the members of a team to purchase and attempt all
these four assessments. Failure to do the same will be considered as an
incomplete submission.

Submission Guidelines
1. Please upload your submission HERE before 28 Dec 2021, EOD.
2. You can submit your solution in either a PPT or a PDF format. Please limit
the size to not more than 10 MB.
3. The file should follow the naming convention - <CollegeName_Team
Name>. Example: NMIMSMumbai_TeamMatrix.
4. Only one submission per team will be accepted.
5. The last slide/page should include the names of all the team members and
the result they got in all these four assessments. It is compulsory for all the
members of a team to purchase and attempt all these four assessments. Failure
to do the same will be considered as an incomplete submission.
6. Any link to the UI/UX screens made using Figma/Adobe XD or any other
file should be embedded in the PPT/PDF itself.
7. No submission post the deadline shall be considered.
8. Any team which fails to submit shall be considered disqualified from the
competition.

All the Best!
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